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ON CAMPUS

MOVE·IN DAY

With the help of their parents, many freshman students moved computers, furniture
and school supplies into their rooms in O'Connell Hall during orientation weekend,
August 25-27.
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BRIEFS
U.S. News ranks Regis in top 20
Regis University has placed in the top 20 of its category
in the latest U.S . News & World Report rankings of the best
colleges and universities in the country. This is the 12th year
in the row that Regis has ranked in the top tier, last year
placing 26th.
Regis placed 20th in the West Region of Best
Universities - Master's, moving up six spots from last year.
The rankings have long been a tool used by students while
deciding what university to attend.
Among the factors taken into account for determinin g
rankings is small class size, and in that area Regi s did very
well, ranking fourth in its category, with 90 percent of classes
having less than 20 students.
Regis also improved its overall score from 50 to 54, and
improved in the area that looks at freshmen in the top 25
percent of their high school class, with 55 percent of Regis
freshmen doing just that in 2005.
Additional factors are peer assessment, stud ent to
faculty ratio, averag e graduation rate, average alumni givi ng
rate, acceptance rate, SATI ACT 25th-75th percentile, pe rcent
of faculty who are full time and percent of classes of 50 or
more.

Regis University Magazine
now available online
Alumni and friends of Regi s
University who wish to read Regis
University Magazine online can now do so.
Beginning with thi s issue, th e
magazine is available in PDF form on th e
Regis University main Web site. Simply go
to www.regis.edu and click on the "About Regis" link, then th e
"Publications" link.
This change allows those who prefer to do their reading
in front of the computer an opportun ity to do so. It also
makes it easy to share and discuss information via e-mail.

Charles Gallagher elected Trustee
Ch arles Gall agher is chairman and CEO of Gallagher
Enterprises, and controlling shareholder in
a group of individual, private companies
that include a leading North American
producer of high-density polyethylene and
PE.T. plastic containers; a manufacturer
and supplier of products used in
consumer pet markets; a line of soil
amendment products; a manufacturer of
decorative stone; and a leading manufacturer of residential garage doors.
Gallagher is active in the community, serving or having
served on many boards, including the Diane and Charles P.
Gall agher Family Foundation ; the Denver Art Museum;
Catholic Foundation for the Archd iocese of Denver;
Metropolitan State College of Denver Foundation; Denver
Area Council Boy Scouts of America; Colorado UpLIFT;
National Jewish Medical & Research Center; Denver
Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce; and Xavier University.
H e and his wife, Diane, live in Cherry Hills Village,
Co lorado, and have four married children and 13
grandchildren.

Joseph E. Morahan Ill elected Trustee
Joseph E. Morahan Ill is executive vice president of the
Aon Group and a former affiliate faculty
member at Reg is University. He is the
top-ranking officer in Aon Risk Services
Orig ination/Sales Group, managing 300
salespeople who sell products and
services to Fortune 1000 companies. He
serves on the board of Aon Americas
Executive Management Committee, ARS
Americas Executive Board and Aon
Capital Markets.
He earned his MBA from the University of Chicago in
1977 and a bachelor of business administration from the
University of Notre Dame in 1974. Today, he serves his alma
mater on the board of the University of Notre Dame Advisory
Council and Morahan Endowed Chair in Core Curriculum.
He also is a NASD licensed stock broker and has been a
featured speaker at events across the globe. He was a 1998
Inductee into the Loyola Academy Athletic Hall of Fame.

Professor named Fulbright Scholar
Barbara Whi~e of the Loretto Heights Department of Nursin g has been named a Fulbri ht Scholar Be innin this fall she is
spendmg a year 1n Seoul, Korea, teachmg courses in leadership and health c
th·
t vg
.
. · . g
g
W' •
University.
are e 1cs a 10nse1 Un1vers1ty and Ewha omans
Sponsored by the United States Department of State Bureau of Ed
t'
Program sends about 800 U.S. faculty and professionals ~broad e
uca lona/ and Cu ltural Affairs, the Fulbright ~cholar
fields.
ach year. Grantees lecture and conduct research 1n many
·
·
"This is a wonderful calling for me to offe r my knowledge and ex
Asia back to the students at Reg is University," she said.
penence to another culture and also bring what /learn 1n
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f only walls could talk. Haven't you heard that phrase a thousand times? Well, guess
what? They can. I'm living proof.
Oh, don't get all upset. Your secrets are safe with me. At least most of them. Although I know who's been naughty
and nice, I'll do my best not to spill the beans. After all, I have to keep you on my good side. What would a gal like me
do if I didn't have all of you to love me?
But can you believe I'm pushing 120? Oh my, how the years race by. But know this: My time here has been
absolutely glorious. I wouldn't change a thing. Well, maybe that's not quite true. But I'm very pleased with where I am.
After all, I'm looking better than ever, don't you think?
I mean, don't you love my new 'do? I've felt absolutely naked for more than 50 years without my cupola. It's about
time somebody put it back. Would you like running around for more than 50 years with a shaved head?
I honestly believe I'm looking every bit as good as I did on September 5, 1888. That's my first memory, you know.
The first day students walked through my doors and into my embracing arms. And I was a "mixed use" gal way back
then. I hear that phrase being bandied about a lot today, but it's nothing new to me.
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I'm told my conception can be pinpointed to September 13, 1887. But that's
about all I know.
Anyway, in 1888 I had offices, recreation space and living areas on my first lev el.
On my second level there were classrooms and a library. The Jesuits lived on my durd
level, where my heart resides, and students lived on my fourth level. And at that nme I
had a kitchen and a dining room. Simply put, I was a home. Although many people
agonize over their childhoods, I have no regrets. It was a truly wonderful time for me.
And I became so popular by the 1920s that they couldn't get enough of me. So ,
they added on and made more of me. Of course, I prefer the slim and trim me from my
youth, but we all know that doesn't last forever. And now there's just more to love,
right? At least that's what I tell myself. Anyway, the new addition on my northeast end
held a modern (at that time) kitchen, two dining areas and rooms for boarding
students.
But in 1923, my first cohort, Carroll, came along. Carroll is a wonderful friend
and neighbor, but I admit to being jealous when the college students left me a nd
moved in with her. I still had the high school kids living with me, and the college kids
spent their days with me, but aging is difficult, isn't it? It's always hard to wa tc h the
kids move on.
I do remember it was fun having both the high school and the college within my
walls. Different ages have different issues. It was actually quite fascinating.
The JUG room was definitely not the place to be back then, although I found it
quite humorous. JUG stood for "justice under God." The Jesuits used the room to place
unruly and troublesome young folks. Detention they called it. I just know many ornery
brats spent a lot of time in that room. But trust me, the room worked. They all grew to
be upstanding adults .
The JUG room is pretty high on my list of favorite memories.
No longer having a chapel is probably my biggest regret. I used to ho use the
Jesuit and student chapels. It was nice to have daily Mass. And believe it or no t,
attendance at daily Mass used to be a requirement. Those were the days.
And back then, I remember the Zarlengo boys warming my heart- lite rally. You
know, those boys actually paid their tuition by picking up coal and delivering it to me
to use in my furnace in the late 1930s. I have such warm memories of those boys.
I bet you didn't know I used to be a fitness guru. That's right. I used to h ave an
auditorium on my third level where wrestling matches were held . I really broke out in a
sweat. It was great excitement! Myron DeFrancia was one of those buff yo ung men, I
recall. But honestly, I hope I never experience some of those smells again. Peeyew !
Then, World War II broke out. It was a frightful time for all of us. Oh, how I
feared for the young men who had left me to fight the war. In 1943, there were only 70
students in the college. A ldo Notarianni still talks about those days when there weren' t
enough students to hold regular classes. Everyone did everything they could to help
with the war effort. I've never seen anything like it.
It was such a great relief when we won and the war was over. The students
increased and everything got back to normal. It was wonderful. At leas t until 1950.
You see, my bad hair days began in 1950. That was the year those evil e ngineers
got together and decided to take down my cupola. It was made of stone and wood and
they feared it was straining my walls. I still insist it wasn't. Even so, tha t was a small
price to pay for vanity, don't you think?
And to top it off, I was pink. Really. I was P-1-N-K. I heard people referring to
me as "The Pink Palace." But if you remember one thing from our little ch at, let it be
this: Pink is not my color and it never will be my color. Mary Kay is not m y friend.
Can't you see how good the coppery tones look on me now ? It's the perfect
shade. I love it. If anyone even thinks of painting me pink again, I swear I'm bringing
back the JUG room.
But I digress. Where were we? Oh, yes, the '50s. As I was entering my aesthe ti·
cally challenged years, everyone was "Rockin' Round the Clock ·" It was an 1·n t erestmg
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time. I specifically remember one young man. He came up with
the great idea to ride his motorcycle down my first-floor hall. He
thought it was great fun. I was not amused.
Nor was I amused by the young men who drove their '47
Chevy coupe up my front steps very late one Saturday night,
honking the horn to awaken the sleeping Jesuits. Those young
men - and so many others - thought they were clever. So many
practical jokes. Even in the 1980s there were jokes- one young
man thought it would be funny to hang a spotlight from my
windows on a disco ball he had hung out front. Good thing he
failed.
I'm usually not one to drop names, but I might break the
rule on the two who drove their car up my front steps. I bet they
thought they got away with it. Well, believe it or not, one of
them now serves as a Trustee and the other actually teaches at a
medical school now. That's right. But that's all I can tell you.

And from what Jim Bessenbacher says, it worked.
"Following the movie, we returned to the empty Regis campus
and into the dark, cold Main Hall where the radiators creaked
all night long, and not a one of us slept a wink." Jim's right.
None of them slept a wink. Their little eyes glowed all night
long. I've never laughed so hard in my life. Just thinking about it
keeps me in stitches to this day.
But maybe someone didn't think my prank was so funny.
Or maybe they thought it was too scary. You see, shortly after
that incident, my top two levels were abandoned. I thought it
was punishment for my prank, but they said they were simply
concerned about safety. I guess I had creaked a little too loudly.
It was horrible. They closed off my top two levels, except for
storage, and no one came up there. I was so lonely.
Oh, people would come up to scare themselves. But I had
become the old woman down the street everybody is scared to

Okay, okay, you forced it out of me. It was Chuck
Murphy and Dr. Pat Stephens who pulled that little prank. I can
still smell the burning rubber and hear the screeching of the
tires.
And to hear Chuck tell it, I bet he regrets that feisty
night. He says Father Richard Ryan visited them both the next
day and said, "You made quite an ass out of yourselves. People
in glass houses shou ld not throw stones. Don't ever let it happen
again." Father Ryan needed the JUG room.
But I have to admit, even I've been known to play a
prank. My favorite prank was early in the 1970s when The
Exorcist had just been released in movie theaters. I never saw it,
but I'm told it was a very scary movie abo ut a young woman
who was possessed. Well, some Jesuit novices were laughing one
day about the fact that they were going to take a bunch of
visiting high school students to see the movie over Christmas
break. Then, those students would spend the night on my third
level.
They came back from that movie looking like they'd seen
a ghost. Every little sound they heard made them jump out of
their skins. So, I decided I would play along. With all my might,
I rattled from top to bottom until the sun came up.

see. And when they do see her, they scream and run away.
I thought I was going nuts. I had bats in my belfryliterally. It was a very dark time for me.
The light began to shine, however, in 1985 when they
painted my trim the coppery shade. And even though I still had
no cupola and my top two levels were abandoned, I told myself I
must move forward one step at a time.
But the rumors were dragging me down. People said
things happened on my top two levels. They said I was haunted.
But you can't always believe what you hear. I think it was the
organized haunted houses in the 1990s that really fed those
ridiculous rumors.
But let's set the record straight. I am not - and have
never been - haunted. I simply have wonderful memories of all
of those who have come before you. And Sister Peg Maloney,
R.S.M., director of University Ministry, says that's okay: "In
Mass each day, we speak of 'the communion of saints.' In
Christian traditions, we believe the spirits of people who have
gone before us are still alive- their memory is with us."
My favorite memory is from 1993. The Pope and the
President of the United States came to visit. I've never been so
proud. It was such an honor. They gussied me up a bit, but I
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wasn't at my best (no cupola and no one on my top two levels).
I stood proud and tall, however, basking in the glow of that
momentous occasion.
I even got to help out. Snipers were placed on my roof
ju~t in case something awful happened. So, I got to help protect
everyone. Thank heaven nothing happened. But I was thrilled
that I got to play a part. Being in the presence of His H oliness
was simply magnificent. They took SO many pictures. It made
me realize what those movie stars must feel like.
It's probably a little vain to mention this, but Rosalyn
(Adriano) Jackson, who was there, says, "It was just amazing
that day. The beauty of Main Hall was and still is phenomenal."
Some women are so smart, aren't they? Speaking of
women, it was a refreshing change in fall 1968 when Regis
became a coeducational institution . Those first few weeks
provided some interesting times.
For others, however, the rumors simply wouldn't die
down. I was tabloid fodder, I tell you. It's so hard being famous.
Salwa Mohammed can attest to the vicious back-biting that
occurred. He was helping out at graduation in 2002 by driving
people in golf carts from the parking lot to the ceremony. One
elderly woman asked him if there were "ghosts of cadavers on
the second floor even now?" The lady told him, "I was a student
when there was a girl's school over there. And for sure there
were ghosts of cadavers on the second floor."
Now I've admitted to having a few bats in my belfry, but
this lady was certifiable. Can you believe how inaccurate she
was? I've never had a girl's school and I've never seen a ghost.
She should have been sent to the JUG room.
But people believe what they hear. Yes, they do. Even
Salwa said, "Since then I have carefully walked down the
hallway on the second floor in Main Hall." Can you believe it?
Living through the rumors has truly been a burden.

s I
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At least the Jesuits provided some cathartic behavior for
me. Ever hear a Jesuit curse a blu e streak? I have. Sports on
TV tends to bring that behavior out of even the most mildmannered, God-fearing yo ung men. Trust me. They can be
extremely articulate when they're upset. And it was positively
liberating.
But everything's turned around now. And that's why
after all of these years I'm finally breaking my silence. I am not
haunted . I am not nuts. And I'm not going anywhere soon. I'm
back and I'm be tter than ever.
That's right, finally in 2004 my top two floors were
renova ted and reopened. It was glorious. After all of those
empty years to finally be of service again was incredible.
And in January of this year, they finally put a cupola back
on my roof. My bad hair day are over. It's beautiful, don't you
think ? A lthough I have to ad mit that since it was put on I swear
I'm hearing voices. Really. Bu t let's keep that between you and
me. Okay? I'm sure it's nothing.
And have you seen my new neighbor - the t. John
Francis Regis Chapel? H e's stunning, isn't he? Although Mass is
no longer said within my walls, it's qu ite comforting to have him
watching my back. Good neighbors are very important.
I am truly blessed. Afte r all , and mos t importantly, I know
all of you. You a re wonderful people. Thank you o much for
investing in me and making me look beautiful again. It's not
cheap keeping this old lady looking good.
But seriously, keep up all of your good work out there.
And know that I love each and every one of you. As long as we
stick together, we can do anything. I promise. We C
change
the world. And now tha t I have my cupola back, yo u won't be
ashamed to be seen with me! So, take lots of picture and keep
smiling. I'll see you on the Commons.
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Regis College: Record freshman class
412 new students begin four-year journey to becoming alumni
For Elbert, Colorado, native Sean Ross, RC '1 0, choosing Regis College
was a combination of factors that included the University's Catholicism,
smaller size and "incredible campus:'
For Wheat Ridge, Colorado, resident Carrie Woodroof, RC ' 10, it was
the top-notch nursing program, being close to home so she could stay
involved with her church and immediate family, and wanting a small, private
school.
And for Becca Gargaro, RC '1 0, a Mull en High School graduate from
Littleton, Colorado, proximity, playing lacrosse and scho larship dollars were
the keys to choosing Regis.
All three are among the 412 new students who make up a recordsetting freshman class in Regis College.
Since 1999, when University leadership planned to increase growth
overall in The College, record freshman classes have been the norm. That
year, the freshman class totaled 300 students. In the seven years since,
total freshman enrollment has increased by nearly 40 percent. Last year
there were 402 freshmen . Total full -time, traditional age undergraduate
enrollment also has grown, increasing from 1,2 10 in 1999 to nearly 1,600
today.
Regis College Admissions Director Vic Davo lt attributes this success
to the increased interest and awareness from students in Colorado and
from around the country. Another key compone nt in the growth has been
significant interest in nursing as a profession. But there are many factors
behind this fact.
"Students tell us over and over that they choose Regis because of
benefits like our small size and close contact with great faculty, our Jesuit
identity and values, and our great location," Davo lt said. "As more and more
families discover those, and many other benefits, we become a viable option
for a greater number of students. Both al umni and parents of current
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students help spread the benefits message and contribute to
both our growth and our reputation:'
He also lauds the efforts of the Regis College
Admissions staff for its efforts in building the record

2006 freshman students from Chicago . ..

. . . Kansas City

. .. St. Louis

10 1

freshman class.
"The dedicated and talented Regis College Admissions
team spends a great deal of time traveling across the U.S.
and fostering relationship building with high school
counselors and prospective students;' he added. "This class,
and any prospective student, is influenced by a combination
of the great Regis product, great Regis people and a sound
communication process during their recruitment experience.'
Jennifer Brickman, RC '1 0, of Fort Collins, Colorado, is
one of the slightly more than 50 percent of freshman
students from Colorado. The graduate of Poudre High
School, who is majoring in neuroscience, said she chose
Regis because "it's a small school and (has) class sizes and
academic programs" that fit her goals. "I also loved the
campus:'
A large number of that other half of new freshmen totaling 47 percent- come from California, the Pacific
Northwest, Missouri, Kansas, Illinois and Minnesota, while
Texas, Arizona, Nebraska, New Mexico and the Eastern
Seaboard are key feeder states and pockets of growth,
according to Davolt.
Catholic affiliation also appears to be a factor of this new
class, with 52.6 percent of them reporting they are Roman
Catholic. In addition, 18 Jesuit high schools are represented
among the new students.
The new freshmen have a variety of interests when it
comes to identifying what their majors are.
Although he has not declared a major, Ross said his
interests are in business administration and history. Woodroof
and Gargaro are pursuing majors in nursing. Brickman is a
neuroscience major. That's typical among this freshman class
and for freshmen around the nation, according to Davolt.
"Twenty-seven percent of the new class is undecided
about a major field of study;' Davolt said. "It's estimated that
as many as 90 percent of U.S. freshmen in college change
their major. So, being undecided isn't really an issue at Regis.
We don't require students to declare a major until the end of
their sophomore year. Those who do indicate interests in a
specific area of study are most often exploring business and
communication; pre-professional areas for fields like
medicine, engineering, law and education; science and
mathematics; and nursing."

Fall2006
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Although growth may concern some, Unive rsity officials
stress it is necessary for the continued success of The
College and that the positive elements alumni recall from
their days as undergraduates - individual attention, small
class size, positive culture and the University's Catholic Jesuit
roots - will continue to be strong.
"Even though we are growing, we remain focused on the
personal attention our alumni experienced," Davo lt explained.
"At the same time, our alums can look to the positive aspects
of strategic growth for our future alumni."
Davolt cited the results of the Academic Planning
Committee of Regis College faculty that in 2003 examined
the ramifications of growth and concluded that a few hundred
students does not change the culture but definitely enhances
it. He added that "their report included such benefits as
'greater diversity; ongoing faculty and student community
development; a more engaged and engaging mission-focused
community life and campus culture; priority given to teaching
and program enhancement and development; and greater
self-understanding and self-direction through assessment
and planning mechanisms.' "
Regis University's executive director for Alumni and
Parent Programs echoes those sentiments. "For our alumni,
the record freshman class just shows the combined strength
of interest and support of Regis College," said Penny
Dempsey-St. John, RC '73. "We appreciate all the things our
alumni have done to help us achieve a record freshman class.
The satisfaction and happiness of alumni is the greatest
testimony to satisfaction of our stude nts.''
After the first few weeks, the freshmen are happy with
their choice of schools and already have highlights to smile
about.
"Meeting the girls on my floor - we instantly bonded and
I have really enjoyed starting a new chapter of my life with
them," was how Woodroof described her first week highlight.
For Ross, the highlight was a week ly event called "man
fest" on the third floor of O'Conne ll Hall, where singing in the
shower was brought to a new level, thanks to a chorus of

... Northern California

. .. Southern California

different songs all sung out loud.
And for Gargaro, the highlight of her first week was
simple yet traditional.
"Meeting all the new people and having so much
freedom," she said.

. .. and Minnesota.
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Regis College Division of Business
Popular major continues to attract record numbers of students
Business is booming in the Regis College Divi sion of Business.
That is, booming in the business of attracting and educating
students with an interest in earning a bachelor's degree in an area
of study that is traditionally one of the most popular at the University.
The number of alumni with business degrees tells the story.
Nearly 600 students have earned degrees in business
administration, accounting or economics in the past 10 years. Go
back another 10 years and the number more than doubles to 1,260.
Peek back 30 years and the total goes to more than 1,800. That
includes a record year where 11 9 graduates earned business
degrees. And it's a giant leap forward from the two business alumni
from 1944.
There currently are 170 students in Regis College who have
declared business as a major. Of that number, 77 are seniors and 68
are juniors. Students must declare their major by their jun ior year.
The number of undergraduate student cred it hours taken also
has increased dramatically, growing nearly 18 percent over the past
five years to 6,540 credit hours last year.
"I think that a lot of students are interested in business but
don't know much about it," said Father Dan Daly, S.J., new ch air of
the division and himself a 1981 graduate with a degree in
accounting and mathematics. "They want to learn more about
marketing, finance or accounting so that they can more easi ly move
into those fields after graduation:'

Regis College Division of Business profile
Chair - Father Dan Daly, S.J.
Past Chair - Catharyn B aird
Total current students enrolled in business majors - 170
*3 freshmen
*22 sophomores
*68 juniors
*77 seniors
Faculty- *13
*9 tenured; 1 untenured, 3 term in structors
*5 Ph.D.s
* 4 others are working on Ph.D.s
*2 J.D.s
Areas of study - accounting, business, economics
L argest number by year of business grads - 11 9 in 1976
Number of bu siness grads in 2006 - 69
Number of business grads in 1944 - 2

The Division of Business provides business education within a
traditional college experience, emphasizing analytical models,
technical systems and contemporary competencies. Within a moral,
ethical and intellectual framework, students pursue an understanding
of the changing world of business and economic systems in the
global business community. The divi sion offers 101 class sections
that include courses in accounting, business administration,
economics and core classes.
12 1
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Daly, who succeeds Catharyn Baird, takes the reins of a division
that includes 13 faculty members and a secretary. Baird, who
spent four years as the division chair, stepped down this
summer and will conti nue as a facu lty member.
Fro m excellent professors to challenging academic
programs, stud ents heap praise on th e business faculty and
their efforts to provide the best possible education.
"The Dalys (Father Dan and his brother Matt) are amazing,'
said Greer Rawlings, RC '07, who is majoring in accounting and
business. "They are completely different, but two of th e best
teachers I have had at Regis."
The Division of Business boasts many successes in the
past year, incl uding cont inu ed increase in students majoring in
business ; progress of its plan to "grow" its own Ph.Ds ; tenure
awarded fo r both Dalys, boosting the total number to nine
tenured faculty; several facu lty-written articles published,
includ ing Bai rd 's series of articles about ethics for Sage
Encyclopedia of Ethics and a co-authored article by Robin
Koen igsberg and Aimee Wheaton about workplace balance for
the same publication; and a wealth of service, commun ity and
faculty development activity.
For Rawlings, who came to Regis from Ursuline Academy in
Dallas, her business education has been very good, and also has
helped her determine career goals.
"My career plans are to secure a position, probably as an
aud itor, with a large, public accounting firm," Rawl ings said. "I've
learned how to think through situations when you don't think you
necessari ly know the answer, but are still able to come up with
workable solutions; how to work well in groups, even if you don't
like/know the others; how to manage my time; and most importantly,
to be confiden t in my skills/knowledge. I've learned so much here
and I've actually learned it, not j ust memorized information for a test.'
For the 2006-07 academic year, the facu lty in the division have
identif ied ways to conti nue to attract and better educate business
majors.
"Over the past couple of years, our department has been trying
to more clearly identify learning outcomes for our classes and to
better coordinate our courses," Fat her Daly said. A second goal is to
"hire good faculty members who enjoy teaching and wh o are
committed to th e mission of th e Un iversity."
One of th e newest methods being incorporated to help educate
business students is the use of "clickers" in one faculty member's
courses.
"At various times during th e class, students wi ll be asked to
click-in their response to questions in a PowerPoint presentation,'
Daly explained. "Res ults will automatically appear on the screen for
immediate feed back on student comprehension."
Al so on tap thi s year is an introductory course in information
systems. Daly calls it "a revised and expanded version of our
Introduction to Computing course."
"Our hope is that this course wi ll provide stud ents with a good
general understanding of information systems along with some
hands-on experience with com puter appl ications," he added.

ACADEMICS
Meinrad College. Expertise: management, with a special focus on
servant leadersh ip and transformational management. At Regis since

Father Dan Daly, S.J., Division of Business chair. Education:
Ph.D. (accounting), University of Michigan ; Th.M., Weston Jesuit
School of Theology; M.Div., Weston Jes uit School of Theology; B.S.
(accounting and mathematics), Regi s Un iversity. Research interests:
Budgeting; performance targets and incentives; cost control in
service industries. Joined f aculty in 2002.

Father Dan Daly cracks a smile as he teaches Intermediate
Accounting I to Regis College business students during the fall
2006 semester.

Catharyn Baird, professor. Education: J.D., Un iversity of Puget
Sound; M.A., Pac1fic Lutheran University; B.A., Pacif ic Lutheran
University. Experience: 10 years experience as attorn ey in private
practice; former in-house counsel for Secretary of State Natalie
Meyer, specializing in elections law. Became ful l-time facu lty in
1985.
Don Bush, associate professor of accountin g. Education:
M.B.A., Northern Arizona University; B.A., Southern Oregon State
College; B.S., Arizona State University; C.P.A. Teaches: beginning
accounting; intermediate accounting; and govern mental accounting.
Affiliations: leads business internship and mentors hip prog rams, and
advises the Busmess Club. Joined faculty in 19 9 5.
Matt Daly, associate professor of accounting. Education: M.B.A.
(accounting and finance), Regis University; B.S.B.A. (accounting and
finance), Creighton University, Omaha, Nebraska; C.P.A. Courses
regularly taught: Principles of Accounting I & II ; Income Tax
Accounting I & II. Joined faculty in 200 1.
Tom Edmonds, associate professor of accounting and M.B.A.
affiliate professor. Education: C.P.A. M.S. (bu siness administration),
University of Northern Colorado; B.S., University of Colorado; C.P.A.
Expertise: general accounting, taxation, cost accounting, managerial
accounting, budgeting and controllership. Joined faculty in 1986.
Tim Harrington, term instructor, business. Education: ABO (All
But Dissertation) for Ph.D. (organizational management); M.A.
(tech nical writing with a cognate in computer technology), Bowling
Green State University; B.A. (English with philosophy minor), St.

2004.
Dan Hattrup, term instructor. Education: Working on Ph.D.
(public affairs, specializing in environmental matters, public-private
partnerships and business regulation); M.B.A. (international business
and finance), Regis University; M.A. (economics), CU-Denver;
B.A./B.S. (business administration with international emphasis),
Regis University. Experience: Provided investment advice at Charles
Schwab, acting as the operations manager for office in London in
1999; coach of Regis University Rugby club since inception in 1997.
At Regis since 2005.
Robin Koenigsberg, assistant professor. Education: Ph.D.
(economics), University of Colorado, Boulder; M.A. (economic development and international trade), University of Reading, England; B.S.
Qournalism with economics minor), University of Maryland. Teaches
economics, finance and business, including International Economics,
Principles of Macroeconomics, Introduction to the American
Economy and Introduction to Business. Serves as senior thesis
advisor and major advisor. At Regis since 2003.
Chris McCale, term instructor. Education: M.A. (organizational
leadership), Gonzaga University; additional graduate-level marketing
courses, CU-Denver and Argosy University; B.A. Qournalism/
broadcasting), Gonzaga University. Specialty: marketing/marketing
management. Experience: 15 years corporate marketing, ranging
from the American Red Cross to AT&T.
Mike Polakovic, associate professor of accounting. Education:
J.D., University of Denver; B.S., University of Wyoming; C.P.A.
Expertise: law (especially business law); federal individual, corporate
and partnership income tax; estate and gift taxes; auditing; and
accounting. Joined faculty in 1995.
Jim Richard, associate professor of economics and M.B.A.
affiliate faculty. Education: Ph.D., University of Texas; A.M., Saint
Louis University; A.B., Saint Louis University. Affiliations: Adjunct
associate professor at Gonzaga University. Specialty: developing
countries, Latin America, macroeconomics and business cycles.
Research interests: environmental economics, sustainable economic
development, Latin America.
Lee Shannon, associate professor of business administration.
Education: Ph.D., University of Northern Colorado; M.A., University of
Colorado; additional graduate course work (economics); B.A., Pacific
Lutheran University. Teaches: statistics, quantitative methods and
economics. Academ ic specialty: social science research methodology and statistical applications. Joined faculty in 1978.
Aimee Wheaton, associate professor of business administration. Education: Ph.D., University of Hong Kong; M.B.A., Florida
Atlantic University; B.B.A., University of Michigan. Specialty: international management and cross-cultural dimensions of business,
including how human values influence us at work. Teaches: international management and diversity; introduction to business courses.
Joined faculty in 1995.
Sharon Hershfeldt, secretary. "Business faculty are so good to
work for - they are just great:' Experience: 23 years at Regis
University, starting in the Registrar's Office; joined Division of
Business in 1989.
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Shape the Experience
Regis Fund impacts students by supporting financial aid
The Annual Fund at Reg is Un iversity has been shaping the expe rience of students through financial support since the turn
of the century. Today, as the newly coined Regis Fu nd, it continues to make a substantial contribution to the total aid that the
University supplies to students each year.
Last year, $1.3 million was raised to support student financial aid, part of the more than $90 million the University makes
availab le through government and institutional aid. Th is year, under its refreshed identity and with a new fiscal year (ending June
30 instead of April 30), the Reg is Fund aim s to raise $1.3 million through a combination of all its programs.
"Th e new image of the Regis Fund is about highlighting the actual impact financial aid has on students. It embraces the real
but often misunderstood impact donors have on students," comments Laura Cassata, director for Annual Support Programs. 'We
want to bring attention to that important relationship and how it really does shape the experience of students every year:'
The Regis Fund encompasses many fundraising programs, allowing alumni, parents and friends to get involved in supporting
a Jesuit education for many Regis students. Parents of Regis students and graduates promote the initiatives and projects
affi liated with the Regis Parent Fund. The Young Alumni Giving Society has special messages and programs for Regis alumni
who have graduated within the past fi ve years, while the Senior Class Gift works with current students who actively support the
University. Th ere also are class reunion giving opportunities that arise annually in conjunction with Alumni Weekend.
Approximately 89 percent of Regis College students receive some form of financial aid every year, as merit- and needbased scholars hips, and work-study opportunities. How does this shape the experience of tomorrow's leaders? By making a
Regis degree possible and continu ing the legacy, through a well-rounded and valuesbased Jesuit education, athletics, activities and preservation of the Regis ' JesuitCatholic identity.
How
can shape the
Student recipient and junior Kyle Beckett, RC '08, says "the teachers, service
experience:
learning and my jobs have all given me experiences that I wil l carry with me for the rest
of my life."
Give online at
Kyle is just one examp le of how people like yo u are enabling Regis to continue
www.regis.edu/giving
inspiring students.
Because of this generosity, the Regis experience is able to impact current students
Call 1-800-388-2366 ext. 3535
and form tomorrow's leaders.
According to current student Kristen Heintz, RC '08, "Without financial aid I would
Mail a check to:
not be able to get the outstanding education and lifetime experience that Regis
Regis University
Univers ity offers. Fin ancial aid has helped me make it possible to make my dreams
3333 Regis Blvd., B-16
become a realitY:'
Denver, CO 80221-1099
Not on ly does your support make a diffe rence today, it also sets a precedent for
the future, just as th ose who have gone before might have done for you. For many, this
recognition goes beyond financial support of the Reg is Fund to include vo lunteering on the University's behalf. Class
representatives pl ay an important role in advocating for annual support. Th eir time and dedication is a labor of love born out of
an appreciation for their Regis experience and a desire to give back in the way of opportunity for younger generations.
Class Representative Ed Hutchinson, RC '49, participates because he believes in helping his alma mater. Having had
fin ancial assistance to get through college, he says the least he can do is help someone else. It is also a reflection of his deep
appreciation for how the Regis experience shaped him.
"I have tremendou s admiration for Father Michael Sheeran, and what he has continued to do after the impetus provided by
Father David Clarke," he says. "I had Jesuits al l through high school and college, and in the days when (almost) all of our
teachers were Jesuits. My love for th ese gentle men knows no bounds. They have been my teachers, friends, mentors and, in a
coup le of cases, members of my famil y."
Th e Regis experience has shaped an abundance of students and many generations. Your generous support of the Reg is
Fund can help to keep that tradition going, shaping the experience of students today and those yet to come.
In the wo rd s of Father Sheeran, "Our alumni are our final exam. Their success and the difference they make in their
communities and in the lives of others, is a reflection on how Regis prepared them to make the world a better place:'
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Regis University telefund 'goes native'
The Regis University telefund is "go ing native:' operating completely from a student-run perspective. This year's staff
includes more than 25 student call ers and two student managers. The traditional undergraduate group is comprised of Regis
College freshmen through seniors, representing a variety of majors and hailing from across the globe. Their time, commitment
and work render much-needed dollars in support of student financial aid.
"The idea behind hiring a comp letely student staff is part of an effort to focus more on student invo lvement and better
connect with alumni:' comments Laura Cassata, director for Annual Support Programs. "Because callers are students, they
naturally communicate better what is going on arou nd campus, truly representing the student experience had by generations of
alumni and others who support Regis."
The telefund team is managed on a daily basis by Ryan Ben so n and Rachel Bryant, both members of the Class of 2007.
When asked about her involvement in the telefund, Bryan t says, "I am really excited to be here at the beginning of what wi ll,
hopefully, be a landmark in securing the financial stab ility for a school that has given so much back to its students:'
Not only are the two helping to achieve the goals of the telefund, they also are developing valuable leadership skills. This
exposure to work experience extends to the rest of their team, as well.
"As a senior at Regis, bridging the gap between academic fortitude and practical workmanship is beco ming increasingly
more essential," adds Benson. "Th e telefund department now provides a number of students the chance to deve lop a solid
sense of work ethic and professionalism."
The callers work Monday through Thursday, 3:30 to 8:30 p.m., and occasionally on Saturday. Th e staff changes already are
drawing results.
There's an amazing blend of personality and experience with each student, and the alumni love it:' says Benson.
With this year's telefund well under way, alumni can look forward to hearing from Benson, Bryant or one of their many team
members and know they're speaking with someo ne whom the telefund directly impacts.
"Regis has provided a future for the majority of students who have walked through its doors," Bryant says. "We in turn hope
to do the same for Regis."

Denver supports leadership academy

.

A fund-raising silent auction and celebrity golf tournament th1 s
summer raised nearly $500,000 for the scho larsh ip fund of the
Porter-Billups Leadersh ip Academy, founded by Reg1 s Basketball
Coach Lonnie Porter.
.
.
.
Porter began the academy in 1996 to teach leaders hip sk1lls,
Chauncey Billups, left, and Coach Lonme Porter.
critical thinking teamwork and conflict resolution to at-nsk yo uth. In
.
. .
D
.
March 2006, .1t 'was renamed the Porter- B'll
1 ups L eader ship Academy after Chauncey 811/ups, Detro1t P1stons guard and enver nat1ve,
became a partner.
.
d
e tion July 9 at the Pepsi Center, where Denver Mayor John Hickenlooper
. More than 400 guests attended an auction an rec Pd
d
king his job a lot easier. "Every city should have a Lonnie Porter,"
pra1sed both Porter and Billups for being such a good role mo e1s an ma
he said
Cl b
.
h 18-hole tournament played at Cherry Creek Country u .
On July 10, nearly 140 golfers turned out fort e f urth through 11 th grades, spent three weeks on the Lowell campus. Once the
0
Th1s summer, 130 students rangmg m age from
.t t
ttend any college of choice, made possible by the Porter-Billups
students reach college age, they are g1ven the oppo rtunl Y 0 a
Scholarship Fund.
Regis Unive rsity
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Regis College welcomes eight new faculty
Eight new faculty members are in the classroom this fall, teaching a variety of subjects to Regis College students. The new faculty and
their respective departments are Mark Basham, neuroscience; Abigail Gosselin, philosophy; John Jean, chemistry; Catherine Kleier,
biology/environmental science; Robert Margesson, communication/forensics; James McEvoy, chemistry; Timothy Trenary, mathematics;
and Doreen Watson, sociology.
Mark E. Basham, assistant professor of neuroscience, earned his B.A. in psychology from Carleton College in Minnesota in 1989 and his
Ph.D. in neuroscience from the University of Rochester in 1997. Before coming to Regi s, he did post-doctoral research at the University of
Colorado Health Sciences Center, taught neuropharmacology at Denver University as an adjunct professor and was a faculty member at
Metropo litan State College in psychology. His research focuses on the neural mech anisms of learning and memory, specifically the steps
involved in re-wiring the brain during learning. He also has studied th e scholarsh ip of teaching and has presented several talks on plagiarism
among undergraduate col lege students.

j

Abigail Gosselin, assistant professor of philosophy, earn ed her doctorate and master of arts in philosophy from the University of Colorado at
Boulder. She also has a graduate teacher program certificate and a women's studies graduate certificate. She graduated summa cum laude
with a bachelor of arts in philosophy and humanities from the University of New Hampshire. She specializes in normative ethics, applied
ethi cs, and social and political philosophy, as well as the exploration of global poverty and responsib il ity. This fall she is teaching Feminist
Th eory, a senior-level seminar; Ethics to juniors; Introduction to Philosophy; and an honors section for freshmen .
John M. Jean, assistant professor of chemistry, earned his Ph.D. in chemical physics from the University of
Texas at Austin, and was a postdoctoral fell ow at th e Un iversity of Chicago. He earned his B.S. in chemistry
at the University of Texas at Arlington. He previously taught chemistry and was a research professor of
molecular biophysics at Washington University in St. Louis, and was a consultant for the Monsanto
Corporation. His research interests include theoretical and experimental studies of excited state processes
in nucleic acids ; quantum coherent chemical reaction dynamics in condensed phases; and excitonic and
optical properties of extended conjugated systems.
Catherine Kleier is an assistant professor of biology and director of the Environmental Studies Program.
She earned her Ph.D. in organismic biology, ecology and evolution from UCLA. She earned a master of
science in general science/botany and plant pathology from Oregon State University, Corvallis; and a B.S.
in environmental, population and organismic biology from the University of Colorado, Boulder. Her research
focuses on plant ecology and physiology in a broad sense. Many of her presentations at national scientific
meetings also are co-authored by students who assist in her research. She is teaching Principles of
Ecology, Freshman Seminar, Sophomore Seminar and Introduction to Environmental Science.

Chemistry professor Dr.
John Jean explains
equations that are a part of
an experiment on the vapor
pressure of pure liquids to
his Regis College Advanced
Laboratory I class during the
fall 2006 semester.

Robert Margesson is director of foren sics and an assistant professor of communication. He earned his
bachelor of arts from Humboldt State University and his master of arts from Colorado State University,
both in speech communication. He's a Ph.D. cand idate at the University of Denver, with an emphasis on
rhetorical theo ry, communication ethics and legal communication. His research interests include academic
freedom, free speech and narrative argumentation. He participated in policy and parliamentary debate at
Homboldt, and now is Regi s' director of fore nsics. He formerly was director of forensics at Colorado State
University, helping lead the school to two NPDA National Championships.

James McEvoy comes to Regis College from the Yale Un iversity Chemistry Department, where he was a
post-doctoral associate. He's now an assistant professor of chemistry at Regi s. He previously did research at Oxford University in the United
Kingdom, including investigating redox reactions with in the protein photosystem II (PSII) using EPR and developing direct protein voltammetry
using boron-doped diamond electrodes, among other research work. He has taught first-year undergraduate biological chemistry courses at
several Oxford Un iversity col leges and has been a lab mentor. A member of the American Chemical Society and Society of Biological
Inorganic Chemistry, he has spoken around the world about photosynthesis and biological inorganic chemistry.
Tim Trenary is an assistant professor of mathematics. He earned his Ph.D. from Colorado State Un iversity, his master's degree from Purdue
Un iversity; and his bachelor of science from th e University of Illinois, Chicago. His primary research interest is non-linear functional analysis
and optimization. Thi s fall, he's teaching Introduction to Statistics, Calculus I and Linear Algebra.
Doreen S. Watson expects t o complete her Ph.D. in sociology this year from the Texas Woman's Un iversity. She earned her master's degree
in women's studies and graduate level certification in domestic abuse from the University of Central Florida. Her areas of interest include race,
class and gender issues. Within the field of women's studi es, her primary interests are sexuality and identities; relationship violence; and
research methods in deviance and crime. Thi s fall, she is teaching Deviance, Introduction to Sociology and Introduction to Women 's Studies.
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SCHOLAR COMES FI
SCH OLAR-ATH ..._,""--'Walking away with a degree, good job prospects nd "'''·''"""'~
ment for the athletes at Regis College. And unlike many,
road and major in physical education. It's not offered . In s ad, me,vJ:I~,eaHJ
computer science, pre-med and pre-law. That's why they're call
"Th e first and foremost reason they're here is to get their cte'•qre~esf'
Schroeder.
In fact, it's so important th at the contracts of the seven full-time h<,~thrn<>N\oc
basketball, volleyball, men's and women's soccer, basebal l and softball - in
that they have to graduate 92 percent of their athletes who complete their eligibility at
Th e coaches who choose to work at Regis accept that requirement- wh ich is very rare at any NCAA
level - without complaint.
"They respect that the athletes are at a place where academics comes first;' Schroeder says. "They take
for granted that th e whole experience of coming to Regis to be a student ath lete is to be a student first."
Linda Raunig, who has been the women's basketball coach for 16 years, is a leader in making sure the
athletes under her guidance are successful once their time on the court is done. Every single player who has
completed her eligibi lity under Raun ig has graduated.
Basketball player Jay
Making sure her players graduate doesn't mean Raunig is coaching a losing team, however. They have
Goral, RC '06 hands out
the best win ning percentage in women's basketball (.711) in any division in Colorado since 1998, and eight
gifts to children at the
consecutive winning seasons. They've also won the last two Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference regularFather Woody Christmas
season titles, and Raunig earned conference coach of the year both seasons. The Rangers have placed in
Party for the Homeless at
the top 10 of the Divis ion II academic team honor roll in that same seven-year span.
the Adam 's Mark Hotel.
"We in Athletics think we're doing a good job with the students and we're giving them the support they
need to win:' Schroeder says. Last year, four teams advanced to NCAA competition: women's soccer, men's
golf, women's basketball and softball.
The 175- 185 scholar athletes at Regis are not just squeaking by to graduate. Th ey complete the same rigorous core studies that all
students in Regis College do. And many of them are doing it with academic honors. The overal l GPA for students participating in varsity
athletics is 3.2.
All 1'2 varsity coaches look to recruit talent first, then make sure the academics are there as well.
"You try to get the best player you can get:' Schroeder says, "but if they can't cut it academically, forget it. Our entrance requirements are
higher than anybody- with the exception of Mines - in our conference:'
Depending on the sport, varsity athletes are given full-rid e scholarships or partial scholarships. In some sports, it's more difficult than
others to recruit good players without high scholarships. Men 's basketball is a prime example. The maximum allowed by NCAA Division II rules
- 10 full-ride scholarships - are offered.
"In men's basketball, it's especially difficu lt to get talented players without lots of scholarship money;' Schroeder says. "We go after kids
who want an education and to be a good citizen ."
That desire on the part of the athlete to succeed off the court as we ll is a key component of what Schroeder believes makes a good
Ranger.
"The University invests a lot in Athletics," Schroeder says. "Th e student athletes shouldn't be here if they don't want to make an effort."
Athletes who stay at Reg is do make that effort. Th ey not on ly get good grades and graduate, they also are allowed to participate in other
campus activities, such as the school newspaper or musical.
"We don't practice them to death after the books;' Schroeder says. "They can have a life. It's satisfying to me that the coaches we have
here, even when they're brand-new, buy into the idea that we're doing it right."
The coaches and ath letes also take the Regis mission of service to others on the road as a team. Each member of every team is required
to do 16 hours of community service a year with the team. Several teams helped out at the Special Olympics this spring, whi le others handed
out gifts at Father Woody's Christmas Party for the Homeless.
For Schroeder, who was head women's basketball coach before becoming athletics director, that service learning component is another
key element in graduating well-rounded scholar athletes. She sees the combination of varsity-level competition, academics and service as
going a long way to turning out the wel l-rounded student that is the goal of Jesuit education.
"I think people who have been involved in sports at any level - recreational, organized col lege sports, professional - bring a ton of
confidence," she says. "If you're part of a team, you'll be heads and tails above those who haven't."
Many scholar athletes have returned to tell Schroeder their experience at Regis was a positive one. "They felt like they were given an
opportunity for a great education and to compete at a high level . .. they were able to find the right balance."
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For the last year and a half, nursing graduate Natalie Pool,
RHSHP '0 4, has been living in northeastern Namibia on a
Cath olic Mission "in the middle of nowhere," working with
Cath olic AIDs Action to train people to care for AI DS/HIV
patients at home because the country's hospital system is
overw helm ed.
Kil ey Kro h, RC '05, is teaching to English to Ukrainian fifthgraders in th e town of Volodymry-Vo lynski, about three hours
from Krakow, Poland. She started her Peace Corps experience
on th e oth er side of t he Ukraine, near the border with Siberia,
but was moved because her original community wasn't equipped
to guarantee her safety.
Th e month after she graduated from Regis College with a
degree in sociology, Nikki Lawson, RC '05, was on her way to
Chin a. Sh e's teaching oral and written English to freshman and
so phomore En glish majors at Lanzhou University in the small
town of Yuzhong, which is in northwest China's Gansu provi nce.
These youn g wome n are just three of several recent Regis
gradu ates who are giving two years of their lives to serving
othe rs through th e Peace Corps.
After an init ial application and approval period that takes
most of a year, all Peace Corps volunteers commit to giving up 27 month s of their own lives for training and service overseas to
help ind ividuals who want to build better lives for them selves, th eir children and t heir communities.
"The primary reason that I applied for Peace Corps was because I wanted to do something different with my life than the
typical corporate job;' says Kroh, an Engli sh major. "I know th at sou nd s vag ue, but I was certain I wanted to help others in any
way I could while at the same tim e learning more about th e needs of t he wo rld and my own abilities. Peace Corps has begun to
provide me with the necessary tools and experiences and time th at I need to accomplish some of my greater goals:'
As a sociology major, Lawson says she knew she wanted to help people. Sh e also wanted to live abroad and "push myself,
and serving in the Peace Corps certainly pushes me on a daily basis."
"I feel like the Peace Corps is the perfect fit for me because after graduation I was not ready to continue study and I feel
like I am still undeclared as to what I exactly want to do in life," she says. "I don't see my t ime here as an interim thing or even a
time to figure out what I want to do next, it just fits as my next step in life afte r graduation:'
Pool's experience working at a maternity home and a half-way house for recovering drug addicts as part of the service
learning aspect of the curriculum at Regis influenced her decision to join the Peace Corps.
"I think the Regis nursing program definitely directed me to do this w it h my life," she says. "The summer before my senior
year I had a real ization that I would have the rest of my life to wo rk for a salary, but that it was a great time to spend a few
years serving people just for th e sake of serving:'
The Peace Corps is by no means a luxurious way to see th e world or an easy life for its vo lu nteers.
"It's almost impossible to explain how much my life has changed since I left th e States;' Kro h says.
Once in their country of service, language usually is one the biggest challeng es for Peace Corps volunteers, even with the
language training provided.
"Although I speak a small amount of two different dialects, language is a hu ge barrier and 1 rely on my colleagues at CM
and the hospital for translation ;' Pool says.
"Chinese is an incredibly difficult language to learn;' Lawson says. "I have lived in Chin a for nearly one year and feel that my
obstacles always concern the language:'
On th e other hand, langu age provides some very light-hearted moments as wel l.
"I ju st learned that the word for these amazing steamed cabbag e roll s (holoptsi) and little boys (holiptsi) are unfairly similar
to each other," Kroh wrote in an e-mail home to family, friend s and former faculty. "Turn s out last night 1told my (host) family 'I
really like to eat little boys: No wonder they think I'm crazy:'
18
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Mass e-mails that describe daily life and experiences are a common way for Peace Corps volunteers to communicate with
those at home. Some vo lunteers - like Lawso n - have easy access to e-mail, but for many, time on the Internet is limited to rare
trips to larger towns. For Poo l, weeks wi ll so metimes pass before she can connect with family and friend s back home.
In one of those e-mails, Poo l reco unted a 16-hour trip to a larger city a short distance away for training with some of her
workers. Six of those hours were spent waitin g f or transportation.
"I didn't even get that mad or f rustrated because days like th at have just become normal to me now:' she says. "I think my
patience levels have increased significantly here, but it's because if th ey didn't, I'd be insane by now."
Learning how to live in a culture comp letely different than they're used to has turned out to be both a challenge and a joy.
Volunteers receive a living allowance that enab les them to live in a manner si milar to the local peo ple in the ir community, rather
than the American standard they are used to.
"I've learned to shower and do laundry with no hot water:' says Kroh, who earns about $1 .50 a day. "And I can create a meal
(well, sort of) out of cabbage, potatoes and beets (the staple of eve ry Ukrainian diet) or create a lesson for my students with no
materials and often no electricity or heat in t he cl ass room."

"I've learned to shower and do laundry with no hot water:' - Kiley Kroh, RC '05
"Peace Corps is unlike anything I had previously known as a touri st or international student because we have to create a
life for ourselves here as a member of the comm unity," Kroh says. "However, innumerable doors are opened to us because we
are able to see the places and meet t he peop le that the average to urist or student will never know."
"One of the hardest things has been dealing with the ext ra attention I get for being a young femal e:' Pool says. "I knew that
African men were notorious for being more aggressive and having ve ry different values about gend er equality, but dealing with it
day in and day out is a challenge for American females:'
Kroh says she's received many marriage proposals from her fifth-graders, and her host mother once counseled her that
she's on the verge of becoming an "old maid:' and encouraged her to "stop talking about football (soccer) and quickly learn how
to sew and cook and wear short skirts and t ig ht j eans because tim e is reall y running out for me to find a husband:'
The volunteers are not simp ly dropped off in a strange country, however. The Peace Corps helps prepare them for what to
expect culturally and socially, and how to deal with a variety of situ ati ons.
"As for adjusting to the culture, the Peace Corp s traini ng was pricel ess and helped prepare me on so many different levels:'
Lawson explains. "Every day I learn more and more f ro m my students, friend s, and by ju st observing my surroundings."
"There is no way to really know what you're getting into when you j oin the Peace Corps, which is part of the fun ," Pool adds.
"Some things have been more challenging th an I had expected, li ke having to slow down and bring complicated health subjects
down to an appropriate level" for the home-health care provid ers she is trainin g.
No matter what the chal lenges, however, th ese Regi s Coll ege alumni
say they are happy they made the decision to drasti cally uproot
themselves and follow the Regis mission of men and women in service
of others.
"My time here certainly hasn't been easy but I can say without a
doubt that I am really glad that I took this giant leap an d joined Peace
Corps," Kroh says. "Now that it's summer and I'm begi nn ing to fee l less
like a guest here, 1 really love living in Ukraine. Th e pace of life is slower
and everythi ng seems much simpler than in America. The peopl e appear
to be stoic and skeptical at first, but I've found th em to be among th e
most diligent and overwhelmingly modest and generous people I have
ever met:'
"Namibia has just 2 mil lion peop le in a co untry twice the size of
California, so the wild life and lan dscape is still relatively untouched," Pool s
says. "It's a diverse and comp lex country, and I neve r imagined that I
would feel so at home and comfortab le with th e people. Watch ing myself
adapt and grow as a nurse and health educator has been a nice reward :'
"My students have all heard of Harvard, Stanford and the University
of California, but that is about it:' Lawson says. "Sometimes I th ink th at
they think every American goes to those three schoo ls. Wh en they ask
me where I went, I feel proud to answer Reg is. It may not be famous In
China ... but so many of the th ings I learned th ere both in side and
outside of the classroom have tru ly helped me in my life here."
Regis Un ive rsity
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Al1111111i W eeke11d 2006
September 15-16

1) A lunch Saturday celebrated members of the Regis College
football program and their legacy. On hand to receive awards
from Father Sheeran were Frank Newton, RC '44, Wilfred
Martin, RC '40, and Michael Griego, RC '43, not pictured.
2) Vince Schmitz, RC '49, processes into the first alumni Mass
in the new St. John Francis Regis Chapel. Schmitz and his
wife, Marilyn, provided funding for the Madonna Della Strada
Prayer Chapel.
3) A couple dances on Boettcher Commons in front of the
Student Center during the Reunion Class and All Alumni
Celebration on Friday night.
4) Patricia Fortune Tobey, second from left, and William J.
Fortune, RC '69, right, and families pose with a plaque
presented during Alumni Weekend that recognizes they
provided major funding for the St. John Francis Regis
Chapel in honor and recognition of their parents, John
and Florence Fortune.
5) Members of the Class of 1986 continue the celebration at
The Hill-Top.
6) Bill, RC '82, and Annette Newland are honored with a
plaque that recognizes their family gift to fund the Prayer
and Reconciliation Room in St. John Francis Regis Chapel.
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Renew Restore

1) Joe Imhoff, RC '56, and Gerri Martin, LHC '59, enjoy a drink
during the 50'h anniversary celebration of the Regis College
Class of 1956.
2) It's back to the classroom for alumni during a variety of Class
for the Day offerings. Here, Distance Services Librarian Tom
Riedel teaches about the Regis University Santo Collection.
3) Regis College music minor and solo guitarist Jesse Hunter,
RC '07, performs Afro-Cuban Lullaby during the Alumni
Weekend Music Program Showcase on Saturday evening.
4) Kam (Monfort) Martin, LHC '67, presents an award to Sister
Maureen McCormack, S.L., in honor of Sister Mary Luke
Tobin, S.L., LHC '34, during the annual Loretto Heights
College Alumni Luncheon.
5) Dick Bowles, RC '66, presents a check to Father Michael J.
Sheeran, S.J., on behalf of the Class of 1966.
6) Martin T. Hart, '57, and his sisters Ellen and Eileen are
honored for their funding of the St. John Francis Regis Chapel
Bell Tower, "in appreciation of Lawrence J. and Mary A. Hart
for their dedication to Catholic education."
Regis University
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preservation and interpretation of state and local
history throughout the United States.

'50s
Robert Gottschalk, RC '57, and his wife,
Rosemary, celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
on August 18 with their two children, Maribeth and
Joe, their spouses, Jeff and Christi, and seven
grandchildren.

'60s
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Bill Gregory, RC '60, recently was honored for his
firm leadership at Excelsior Youth Center, where he
worked for more than 32 years. He decided to retire
and plans to enjoy country life, see more of his
family, learn to fly fish and travel. Robert R. Dietz,
RC '61, has moved to Simpsonville, South Carolina,
a suburb of Greenville. After 12 years in Florida,
South Carolina is a good change. He still has fond
memories of his days at Regis College, and would
love to return one day to see all of the changes to
campus. Bill Schmitz, RC '63, retired from Brock
and Company Inc., CPAs in October 2005. He and
his wife, Mary, now permanently live in Marco Island,
Florida. Peter Kane, RC '66, returned to Chicago
after graduation to wo rk in commercial and industrial
real estate. He says he now spends too much time
in administrative hearings, dealing with building and
zoning issues. An active family includes three
children in college and a devoted wife who believes
in volunteerism and assisting at the office. Joseph
R. Wilson, RC '66, was named interim executive
director in January of the Cultural Arts Council of
Houston/ Harris County, where he has been director
of grants and services for the last three years.
Michael Griske, RC '69, was selected as a
national finalist in the 2006 Awards Program
sponsored by the American Association for State
and Local History for projects related to The Diaries
of John Hunton (Heritage Books, 2005), his
abridged version of works written by his grandfather,
Wyoming historian Pat Flannery. The AASLH
conducts this program annually to recognize and
encourage standards of excellence in the collection,
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'70s
Jim Mullins, RC '70, survives and thrives to this
day. Katheryn (Spack) Christnacht, RC '73, has
transitioned from law into sacred art. She is
information manager for Creator Mundi, the gallery
of distinctive sacred art, music and literature in
Cherry Creek area of Denver. For the past 28 years,
Katheryn was a law librarian at Holme Roberts &
Owen. Bernadette (Starke) McCormick, RC '73,
became a grandmother for the first time on July 22.
Ella Cecelia is beautiful and they were thrilled to
spend a week with her in Raleigh , North Carolina.
Michael Norris, RC '75, and his famil y live and
work in Moscow, Russia, for TNK-BP, a RussianBritish company. This is the most interesting
assignment he has had and the most challeng ing
work location in which he has lived and worked. He
is slowly learning the language, wh ich is a strugglean interpreter helps him when he travels within
Russia. Michael's years at Regis helped him get to
this fascinating location. Jan (Krane) Dunlap,
RC '77, published her first book of theology in May
(Twenty Third Publications). Titled Purpose, Passion
and God: Awakening to the Deepest Meaning of
Life, the book proposes a new model for understanding Christian vocation. Jan is returning to
graduate school full-time to pursue a master's
degree in English in preparation for a college
teaching career. Kathleen Redgate, RC '78, will
attend the Rhode Island Hospital School of Nuclear
Medicine Technology, a Brown Medical School
affiliate, in Providence, Rhode Island. She has
relocated to Cape Code, Massachusetts, from Great
Fal ls, Montana, and has two sons. Suzi (Figueroa)
Roach, RC '78, moved to Cave Creek, Arizo na, after
23 years of teaching in Mesa, Arizona. She is
teaching Spanish to si xth , seventh and eighth
graders. She and her husband, Jim, tied the knot last
summer and merged two families that now total nine

CLASS NOTES
children. Thank goodness all but th ree are on the ir own or
in college.

'80S
Steven Kozicki, RC '82, was awarded a Level Ill
certificate with highest honors in 200 1 at the Institute of
Polish Language and Culture, Jagael lonian University, in
Krakow, Poland. In 2004-05, he was elected president of
the Advocate's Society, an organization of Poli sh-American
attorneys in Chicago. Ken Pimple, RC '83, is one of the
researchers at Indiana University-Bloo mington featured in
the latest issue of Indiana University Research and Creative
Activity, a publication of the Indi ana vice provost for
research. Ron Salazar, RC '83, was promot ed to full
professor at San Juan College in Farmington, New Mexico.
He received his Ph.D. in psychology (behavioral neuroscience) from the University of New Mexico in 19 95, and
has taught psychology at San Juan College for ei ght years.
He has two daughters, Margaret ( 13) and Claire (7).
Teresa (Baker) Stockley, RC '83, is married to Wayne
Stockley, and they have four children. She is a f irst-grade
teacher at St. Joseph School in Fort Collins. Teresa is
active in a musical comedy touring group Moo nlighting
Teachers, and also works with an improv group. Edyth
(Sua rez) Closson, RC '85, married Kent in 1984. They
now have five sons, ages 19 to 5, and live in th e Denver
area. She says "I'm a domestic goddess:' but f ive boys and
Kent keep her busy hopping from activity to activity.
Anthony Laquis, RC '86, would like to keep in co ntact
with fellow alumni from his years at Regis . Camille
(Meyer) Ford, RC '87, gave birth to Austen Gentry Ford
on June 28, 2005. She was married to Todd Ford of Big
Springs, Nebraska, on May 28, in Denver. Th ey live in the
Congress Park area of Denver. Gayla (Hector)
O'Fihelly, RC '87/MBA '94, reports 2005 was a big
year. She met and married the love of her life, J ere;
became stepmom to a great 13-year old, Patrick; and after
11 years with Harris Corporation, left to purs ue an
opportunity with Open TV in Denver. Theresa (Hibschle)
Vaughan, RC '87, says she has an ideal j ob wo rking for a
specialty chemical distributor, Chem Point, part of Univar, as
a part-time remote employee. She has bee n w ith the
company more 10 years. She and her hus band, Ed, have
been married almost 15 years and have two children,
Forrest (7) and Kathleen (4). Bob Manery, SPS '88, was
appointed to spearhead the growth of H igh Tek Stuff as its
CEO. He has been manager of an engineering lab,
program manager and other positions with electro ni c firm s
In the Pikes Peak region. H igh Tek Stuff helps individual s
and small businesses safeguard personal and bus in ess
records and computers from devastat ing downtim es.

Dr. Edward Cazzola, RC '69
Ask Dr. Edward Cazzola, RC '69, M.D., about his Regis
College experience and you're guaranteed to learn about
two very special Regis people whose influence on his life are
extraordinary.
The first, Pascual Ledoux Jr., RC '69, died while being a good
Samaritan. The other, Father Bill Miller, S.J., is a former Regis
professor. Cazzola refuses to focus on himself, saying he was not
special or interesting compared to Ledoux or Father Miller. But
given Cazzola's accomplishments and what he's given back to the
Regis community, Cazzola easily ranks in the same rarified air as
the two men he admires, respects and credits with his success.
Cazzola is an internist in Albuquerque, N.M., working for the
Sandia National Labs Disease Risk Management Clinic. After two
years at Regis College, he attended the
University of New Mexico, then on to grad
school at the University of Kansas, finally
earning an M.D. at Texas Tech University.
He recently gave back to Regis
University, endowing the Pascual Ledoux
Financial Aid Fund scholarship with
$95,000. With a few other donations, the
scholarship today has reached $120,000.
"I set up the scholarship to remember
him," Cazzola said about Ledoux. "He was
kind and outgoing and didn't know what
the word no meant. He came from a fairly
poor family. Neither of his parents had a college education. He
became a public school teacher. He's a good example of when
education is amplified:'
"Pas:' as Cazzola fondly calls his friend, "had stopped on
1-25 near Castle Rock, Colorado, to help an old man change a
ti re," Cazzola recalls. "He was struck and killed by a drunk driver.
He didn't even know the man, but that's how he was, always
helping others. He was a star:'
The Pascual Ledoux Financial Aid Fund provides financial
support to two recipients each year. Interested individuals must
write a letter about their aspirations.
Father Miller's positive influence on Cazzola first occurred
when he took an organic chemistry class, "a subject dreaded by
most students:' Cazzola laughed.
"Father Miller was an excellent teacher," he added. After high
school, "I was a little behind the ball educationally. He gave me
confidence that I could do it. All of my success relates back to
Father Miller. And I've never lost my love of chemistry. Many of us
-maybe 20 or so- would not have become MDs without Father
Miller:'
Cazzola calls Regis College a great place to get an education
and has fond memories of his time here. He laughs while recalling
his freshman year when "you had to be in your room by 7 p.m., got
a break at 9:30 p.m., and then had to be back in by 10 p.m:' In his
sophomore year, the time was increased to 1 am., but because
the girls from Loretto Heights College could stay out until 1:30
a.m., getting back in time was challenging.
"We were driving like hell down Federal:' he laughed.
It was at Regis that Cazzola also developed an admiration for
the work of James Joyce. But it is the influence of his friend Pas
and his mentor Father Miller that dominate his thoughts about his
time at Regis. That influence pushes Cazzola to success and
helps him continue to give back.
"Education is the most important thing we can give:' he said.
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'90s
Pete Louree, RC '90, and Peggy (Giadbach) Louree, RC
'92, have lived in Rogers, Arkansas, almost three years after
four years in Kansas City. Previous living locations include
Om aha, Chicago (twice) and Dallas. They have three children:
Bobby (1 0), Maisy (8) and Charlie (5), who attend the local
Catholic school. George Tyrone Tyree, SPS '90/MBA '91 ,
rele ased his first music CD on January 1, 2006, "That's The
Way Love Is:' Tyrone produced, arranged, composed and
performed all of the songs. He also started a music
production company, Tyree International Tl Productions, in
Maryland. Michael Rosenbach, RC '91 , was admitted into
the Partnership of Ernst & Young LLP He primarily serves
consumer product and technology companies in Southern
California. He and his wife, Sonya, live in Orange County,

California. Scot Sturzebecker, RC '91 , retired from six
years in the U.S. Navy and 23 years in the U.S. Army on
December 1, 2005. His daughter, Tami, has a 5-year-old,
Ciara, and his son, Eric, is completing a degree in automotive
technology. Keith Eldredge, RC '92, son of Bob Eldredge,
RC '59, was promoted to dean of students at Fordham
University, Lin coln Center campus, in Manhattan, New York.
Nick Jackson, RC '92, and Rosalyn K. Jackson, RC '96,
are very busy these days. Nick is a billing manager for Owest
Communications, and also manages to take some time to
finish his dissertation. Rosalyn has been working as ru ral
carrier for the USPS for the past year. They have two children,
Riley (5) and Kendra (3). Milton Kowalewski, MS '93, and
his wife, Darlene, are enjoying the warm Texas days in Dallas.
Their son is in Garland, and their daughters and grandchildren
are in Colorado and Oregon. Carmenelisa Perez-Kudzma,

Robert M. Malone, RC '69
During his undergraduate days in Regis College, Robert M. Malone, RC '69, was not fond of lab
work.
Today, lab work is one of the primary things he does as a principal engineer and fellow for
National Nuclear Security Administration contractor Bechtel Nevada at its Los Alamos (New Mexico)
Operations site.
"I used to hate lab work:' Malone said, while discussing his time as an engineering physics major
in Regis College. "I had to keep a notebook and write down my f indings. Now that's all I do," he joked.
That bachelor of science in engineering physics, plus a minor in mathematics, served as the
foundation to prepare Malone for what has been a 29-year career in the high-brow, intellectual world
of the sciences. That career has included positions as a senior engineer for Bechtel Nevada; an engineering specialist; senior scientist for EG&G Energy Measurements Inc.; and a teaching assistant and
research assistant at the University of Wyoming.
Malone was honored last year as the first Bechtel Nevada Fellow. Th e award highlights his "sustained level of techn ical
accomplishment" during a long and distinguished career. Serving as a role model for other engineers and scientists, and
providing technical advice to senio r management are among the duties Malone does as part of being a Bechtel Nevada
Fellow.
Malone's professional expertise is in the areas of optics, optical lens design, holography, electro-optics, fiber-optics and
fiber optical instrumentation; laser design, laser system operation and radiometry; and solid state, semiconductor and dye
lase r systems. His technical experience includes high-speed laser-triggered switches, Mach-Zehnder interferometers, highspeed in strumentation, streak camera recording systems, and radiometric measurements.
Becau se of his prowess in his field, Malone is active on the speaker's circuit.
He also has had his work published. Among his recent papers are: "Combining a thermal imaging diagnostic with an
existing imaging VISAR diagnostic at the National Ignition Facility (N IF);' which he presented at the annual SPI E conference;
and "ATLAS Line-Imaging ORVIS Diagnostic:' presented at the IEEE International Pulsed Power Conference last year.
He also recently served as co-chair for the lnterfermometry and Imaging session of the High-Speed Photography and
Photonics conference in Washington, D.C.
Malone, who is one of 11 children- he and his twin sister are the oldest - has strong Regis connections. His father and
three uncles are Regis alumni. He followed in his fath.er's footsteps as a Regis High School and Regis College alum. His
mother graduated f rom Loretto He1ghts College and h1s n1ece Kayla Howlett is a current student in the Rueckert-Hartman
School for Health Professio ns physical therapy program. Malone's mother and sister also attended Holy Family.
When Malone reflects on h1s t1me at Reg1s College, he has fond memories. He encourages current students to have fun
and learn as much as they can.
"You have to enjoy yoursel f," Malone said. "I enjoyed the students and the social atmosphere. 1 also enjoyed the library
as a place to study:'
Still, he laugh s, "I should have gotten better grades:'
When not working, Malone enjoys spending time with his wife, Lucy, and playing tennis.
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RC '93, is studying for her L.L.M. (master' s in law) with a
concentration in intell ectual property, co mmerce and technology from Franklin Pierce Law Center in Concord, New
Hampshire. She recen tly moved to Con cord , Massachusetts.
Kerry (Wanser) DellaCava, RC '94, lives in Hawthorne,
New Jersey. She has a so n, Johnny, w ho w as born August
29, 2005. Catherine (Lohner) Allen, RC '95, married Mark
Allen on June 20. They live in A rvada and have one daughter,
Siena Catherine (8). Seamus Daley, RC '96, has w orked in
the computer software industry for J.D. Ed ward s, PeopleSoft
and Oracle since graduating fro m Regis. Two years after
graduating, he married Michelle Smith, RC '94, and they
live in Castle Rock, Colorado, with th eir three children.
Weekends are jam-packed wi th sw immin g lessons, T-ball,
tennis and gymnastics. Alexandra Dilley, SPS '96, is
celebrating 10 years in bus iness as a booki ng agent for
performing artists. She started her business, Al exa ndra
Entertainment Connection LLC, just befo re grad uating, and
has been able to use so much of what she learned at Regis.
She works with many cities, companies, universit ies and
private parties to help get entertainment f or special events.
Kelly (Williams) Moore, RC '96, is married to Jay Moore,
a software engineer manager for H oneywe ll. Th ey live in
central Phoenix and are comp leti ng th e remodel of their
home. Kelly retired from teaching to stay home wi th their
2-year-old triplets Abigail, Sean and Maggie. Shawn
Reinhart, SPS '96, graduated from t he Un iversity of
Phoenix with an MBA in May. Jeremy A. Sanchez, RC
'96/ MBA '00, continues to work in world fi nanc ial markets
as an equity/option trader with Schwab Inst itutional. Along
with his career, Jeremy and his wife, J.B., co ntinue to grow
their family business, Sanchez Manageme nt Inc., in property
management across Colorado and Florid a. Ted Saul, SPS
'96/MBA '03, lives in Murrieta, Calif orn ia, w here he
continues to work for Hewlett Packard as a support
consultant. He also founded Ki neo St rategies, providing

business coaching and business plan development for startup
companies throughout Southern California. Viola Gaunce,
SPS '96/MEd '04, has become an affiliate faculty and
teaches online classes at Regis. Her daughter, Sheila, is now
going through Regis University to get her teaching degree.
Anje (Schaefer) Cluxton, RC '97/MBA '98, of Evanston,
Illinois, married Nathan Cluxton in Chicago on March 4, 2006.
Many Regis classmates attended, including Matt and Sarah
Hallas, Matt and Natalie Stabb, Ana Aheyta White, Melinda
Anaya, Keri Harada, Max Semmer, Chris Macheca, Brian
Braasch, Jeff Flynn and Mary Lynch. The couple will live in
the Chicago area, where Anje runs her family's store,
Schaefer's Wines, Foods and Spirits. Jason Beyer, RC '99,
took vows as a scholastic of the Society of Jesus in August.
He is studying philosophy in Munich, Germany. Andrew J.
Jarrett, RC '99, has accepted a new job at BFSU: SIB in
Beijing, China. David Nazzaro, RC '99, completed a
master's of arts in strategic intelligence, Middle East Studies,
from American Military University while living in Korea and
Taiwan. Robert Rawson, RC '99, and Regan Walsh,
RC '00, were married July 16, 2005, at Holy Ghost Church
in Denver. It was a special day as they celebrated with close
family and friends, including Regis classmates.

'OOs

Ronald Bich, SPS '00, has been an active volunteer for
Rocky Mountain Oracle Users Group and on the board of
directors since 2002. Bob Tolfree, MSCIS '00, is working
as a business analyst in the product development group at
Health Grades Inc. in Golden, Colorado. Health Grades is the
leading health care ratings organization, providing ratings and
profiles of hospitals, nursing homes and physicians to
consumers, corporations, health plans and hospitals. Bret
Kramer, RC '00, and Lori (Holmes) Kramer, RC '01,
moved to Wray, Colorado, on the second day of 2006 to be

Father Thomas James Casey, S.J., former president of Regis University, died Tuesday, August 1, at his home at the University of
St. Louis. He was 82 years old.
Father Casey earned his undergraduate degree from Boston College. After World War II ended, he enrolled at what is now the
Denver University law school and began a career as a lawyer before entering the Society of Jesus in 1952. To take advantage of his
legal education, the Society of Jesus sent him to University of Chicago to study for an MBA in hospital administration after he had
completed his 10-year course of studies to become a Jesuit. He pronounced final vows on September 17, 1978, at Regis College .
. In June 197 1, Father Casey was elected to a one-year term as the 21st president of Regis University. In August 1972, Father
David M. Clarke, S.J. became the 2 2 nd president of Regis University. Among the highlights during Father Casey's short tenure as
president was the May 1972 commencement ceremony where 18 women became the first to graduate from Regis College as a class,
and the election of Penny Dempsey as the first female student body president of Regis College in the spring of 1972. Student
enrollment in The College also reached a record level in the fall of 1971 as 1,269 students attended classes.
Father Casey remained at Regis after his presidency, and later taught constitutional law at Rockhurst University in Kansas City
before retiring to St. Louis.
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closer to Bret's job with the Postal Service. Their daughter,
Eva, is 2. Steven Bentz, RC '01 , is teaching and coaching
at Basic High School in Henderson, Nevada. He has been
head varsity men's basketball coach for the past three
seasons. He also is a world history teacher at Basic High
School. Lastly, he is engaged. Justin Clarke, RC '01 , married
Jessica (Catekista) Clarke, RC '02, on September 3,
2005. She recently was promoted to a senior auditor for
Nishihama & Kishida CPAs Inc., one of the largest local CPA
firms in Honolulu. Justin works with autistic students as a
special education teacher at a middle school with the State of
Hawaii Department of Education. Shakirah Hemstrom,
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M. Kieran Champeau, RC '88, celebrated the
birth of his son, Joseph Kieran, on March 20,
2006.
Jennifer "JJ" (Ramsay) Haverson, RC '91, and
her husband, Tom, announce their birth of twins,
John and Hannah, born October 26, 2005.
Ashley, who is 3 years old, is now a proud big
sister. They live in Edina, Minnesota.

Elizabeth (Harding) Hagen, RC '93, MNM '00,
and her husband, Brian, welcomed their first child,
a daughter, on July 16, 2005.

David Lowe, RC '93, and his wife, Kelly
welcomed their second son, Collin David, born
February 20.
Carmenelisa Perez-Kudzma, RC '93, and her
husband, John, would like to announce the birth
of their baby, Lanz Perez-Kudzma on February 17,
2005.

Jeremy A. Sanchez, RC '96/MBA '00, and
Jennifer ·~. B:' Sanchez are happy to announce the
birth of their daughter, Lauren Noel Sanchez.
Lauren was born January 19, 2006.
Lawrence J. Lupo, SPS '97 /MS '00, and his
wife, Meredith, announce the birth of their baby,
Lorenzo Joseph Lupo, on April 1.
Jed Dickens, MBA '06, and his wife, Nicole had
a baby girl, Charlotte Ellis, on January 30. They
live in their hometown of Charleston, South
Carolina.
Brad Jessen, MNM, '06, and his wife, Jessica,
welcomed with love, Ainsley Joy on March 5. She
weighed 6 pounds, 10 ounces and was 19 inches
long.
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MA '01 , lives in the Fort Collins area and operates a private
counseling practice. Jesse Mishler, SPS '01, appreciated
the Jesuit education he received at Regis so much that when
he decided to attend graduate school, he selected Loyola
College in Maryland and Georgetown University in
Washington, D.C. Mia Ramirez, RC '01 , completed her
master's of public health degree at Boston University in
January. She has been accepted into a three-year post-grad
fellowship at the Centers for Disease Contro l and prevention
in Atlanta, Georgia, with the Public Health Prevention
Specialist Program. David (Bibeau) Sanchez, MLS '01 ,
completed an M.A. in marriage and family therapy at the
California School for Professional Psychology/Alliant
International University in San Diego, and is working to
complete degree requirements for a PsyD in marriage and
family therapy. He is a marriage and family therapist intern at
Venture Adolescent Day Treatment, providing mental health
services to severely emotionally disturbed and behaviorally
challenged adolescents. He is training as a floor specialist to
compete in adult gymnastics competitions after being away
from the sport for 12 years. Carrie (Phillips) Singer, SPS
'01 , graduated with a non-profit program management certificate in 2001. Kent Zhang, MBA '01 , is a China business
specialist. He has 17 years of experience in the investment
and media/entertainment industries, and in various industries
with a broad network in business community as well as
government agencies. Paul Fulce-Ewing, RC '02/ M.Ed.
'06, celebrated one year of marriage and moved into a new
house in Dallas. He is working as the theater arts director,
environmental science teacher and rugby coach at Bishop
Dunne High School in Dallas. Randy Roberts, RC '02, has
begun work for Faegre & Bensen in Denver after graduating
from Harvard Law School last June. He asked his long-term
girlfriend, Mauri Nordstrom, to marry him; she said, "yes." He
says it looks to be an active and exciting 2006. Linda K.
Small-Sadler, SPS '02, counsels individuals, children,
families, couples, groups and adolescents. Small Sadler
Counseling Service believes that for every problem clients will
face there is an answer in the Bible to use for effective
counseling . In essence, faith in God and reading the Bible
coupled with psychotherapy will help find clients the best
solution. Michael Periolat, RC '03, moved to New York
from Minneapolis to be in a program called New York
Teaching Fellows. He will teach high school English in the
Bronx while obtaining a master's in education at Lehman
College City University of New York. Brian Snee, RC '03,
worked for the Hon. Howard McKeon, U.S. Congressman
from California, and also at the law firm of lrell & Manella LLP
in Century City, California, after graduation. He then attended
the University of Southern California's Marshall School of
Business to earn a master's degree in corporate business
taxation. After graduation, he immediately had a job offer with

CLASS NOTES
the 'Big Four" accounting firm Deloitte & Touche LLP as a
tax consultant. He lives in Pasadena, California, and
continues to enjoy snowboarding, su rfing and go lfing.
Thomas Lundin, MBA '03, was promoted to Raleig h
Durham Divisional Manager at Hospira Worldwide of Lake
Forest, Illinois. Mary Kellison, SPS '04, attended
summer graduate school on campus at Loyola Unive rsity New Orleans wh ile employed as a director of religious
education for the Diocese of Colorado Springs. After three
summers, she completed a master's degree in religious
education in July, and began the Ph.D. in leadership
studies full time this fall at Gonzaga University in Spokane,
Washington. She has been awarded the prestig ious
Cornaro Scholarship from Kappa Gamma Pi (National
Catholic College Graduate Honor Society.) Alan Mills,
SPS '04, is working on a Ph.D. in health care throug h the
School of Human Services at Capella University and is
brainstorming dissertation ideas although they are not
required for another 18 months. He is hoping to affect
quality outcomes at the bedside fo r respiratory therapists.
Scott Shields, RC '04, is the marketing and events
specialist for Metro Brokers Inc., an association of nearly
2,000 independent real estate brokers. Scott implements
marketing strategies and event planning as we ll as
manages public relations initiatives. Christina E. Wade,
RC '04, is a second-year MSW clinical track stu dent at the
University of Texas at Austin. She will finish her master's
degree and soon after, take a year off before she starts
law school. Teri Halliday, MNM '05, declares that if it
weren't for her degree, she wouldn't have been selected
for her position with the Boys and Girls Clubs of America.
The online learning program allowed her to pursue her
graduate degree as a single mother of a then fou r-year-old
daughter. Rick Herdrich, MSM '05, was awarded the
Channel 7 Everyday Hero award in July. David Horn, MS,
'05, is a doctoral student in Information Technology
Management. Marcia (Guida) James, MBA '05, studied
for and received her certified professional coder certification. She now is director of physician practice management
for Baptist Community Health Services. She is quite active
on a national level in the American Medical Association
Alliance, as well as on local and state levels. She also is in
training for sprint, triathlons and duathlons. Laura (Doyle)
Reifel, MBA '05, feels that as an online learner at Regis,
II felt great to have the whole University behind her, not
JUst a virtual classroom. Next quarter, she will be an adjunct
Instructor for an online macroeconomics class at Bellevue
Community College. In addition, she is a vice president in
community development lending at Bank of America. She
and her husband Bill live outside Seattle with their two
kids, Adrienne (15) a~d Austin (13) and their four horses,
two dogs, a cat and 13 ch ickens. Cathy A. Schneider-

Hugo Roche, RC '56
From operating his own successful business to serving his
country in the military, Hugo Roche, RC '56, has accomplished a
lot and overcome some challenging experiences. But he's qu ick to
note that these professional successes are not a reflection of who
he really is.
"I have a family-first philosophy," Roche said. "My family is the
single most important thing in my life:' He also noted the
importance of God in his life.
Roche and his wife, Eleanor, have been married 47 years.
They have four adult children, John, Julie, Amy and Nicole, and 15
grandchildren, who "all live nearbY:' They spends as much time as
possible together, pursuing hobbies of skiing, touring and fishing.
Being part of a large family is nothing new as his father was one
of 13 children.
Roche, who was raised in Paxton,
Nebraska, came to Regis College after
graduating from high school in a class of
17 students. During his high school days,
Roche already was on a path toward
success, playing on the school football
team, serving as the basketball team
captain and acting in the lead role in a
school play called Submarine. Later in his
professional life, the name of that play
would prove to be a positive omen of sorts.
After taking the lengthy train ride from
Nebraska to Regis College, Roche began his collegiate experience not knowing what area of interest to pursue.
"I always knew I needed to get a college degree:' he said. "I
just didn't know in what." His mother told him, " 'you don't want to
do manual labor: I thought that was good advice:'
Roche graduated with a bachelor of science, majoring in
economics and minoring in history. He calls his time at Regis a
"wonderful experience."
"Hope, prayer, faith - these th ings come from Regis;' he
added. "And I'm really fond of the Jesuits."
He considers having a brother three years ahead of him at
Regis a benefit as well.
After graduation, Roche joined the U.S. Navy, spending four
years with assignments at Officer Candidate School in Newport,
Rhode Island; Moffett Field, California, as an air intelligence
officer for a fighter squadron; then on an aircraft carrier.
After leaving the Navy in 1960, Roche spent two years at the
Stanford School of Business, earning an MBA. He was a vice
president of Larry Smith & Company, Real Estate Consultants,
working out of offices in Seattle, San Francisco, Montreal and Los
Angeles, and later became vice president of Janss Corporation in
Thousand Oaks, California, staying with the company for 13 years.
Roche went into business for himself in 1984 and currently
is president of the Roche Company property management in
Thousand Oaks.
Roche said over the years he has learned and experienced a
lot. One thing he credits from his time at Regis is learning the
importance of giving back. Among many things, he stays active in
his community through Rotary Club, havmg been a Rotanan s1nce
April 1978; volunteering at The Getty Museum; and serving on
numerous city and county comm1ss1ons.
"If you can do it you probably should;' he said while discussing
the importance of giving back and being involved in the
community. "There is a great deal of personal benefit to
community service:'
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Sohotra, SPS '05, was accepted in November to the

'60s

Frontier School of Midwifery and Family Nursing to pursue
her MSN with a concentration in the specialty of midwifery
and women's health.

Susan (Hubka) Todd, LHC '62, married her seventh-grade

Loretto Heights College
'40s
Virginia (Thieler) Faulkner, LHC '44, has just co mpleted
12 volunteer years teaching su rvival English to day laborers in
the city of Orange, California. She also has volunteered with
Catholic Charities for the past 10 years, teaching citizenship
classes at her parish. She is a widow with six children and 14
grandchildren. Her brother-in-law, James Regan, graduated
from Regis in 1949 and her sister Betty (Thieler) Regan
from LHC in 1949.

I

sweeth eart, Pat, who was a career Army officer, so they
moved often (at least 15 times, including a family tour in
Germ any). After 15 years raising four children, she went back
to graduate schoo l and was certified as an adult nurse
practitioner. She worked mostly with adolescents the last
eig ht years at U NC- CH 's St udent Health Center. She was
very invo lved with the state nurse practitioner group as vice
president, newsletter editor and planning CM E. She retired in
2003 and took up gardening and photography. Her goal is to
prod uce photographs of sufficient artistic quality to be
"s hown:' Pamela (Thompson) Cady, LHC '69, married
Den e on October 2, 2005, in Carefree, Arizona. They live in
San Diego, but plan to move to Durango, Colorado, next year.
Margaret (Mayhew) Penicaud, LHC '69, is president of

I

Michael E. Trauscht, RC '70

I

I'

During the decade of disco, the efforts by Michael E. Trauscht, RC '70, to make a positive
difference and help others in need put him in the glare of the national media spotlight and in the
sights of would-be assassins who threate ned his life.
Beginning in the late 1970s, Trauscht was a cult expert who helped rescue children from the
clutches of those organizations. He earned nat ional notoriety for his efforts, including being
interviewed by Dan Rather on 60 Minutes. Still, so me people did not like what he was doing and
made sure he knew it.
"I had two or three assassination attem pts on my life:' said Trauscht, who added that the situatton
sometimes required armed police officers to protect him.
But whether it was fielding tough qu esti ons f rom media types or watching his back, Trauscht is
well equipped to handle the situation.
By trade, he is an attorney in Tempe, A rizo na, with more than 25 years of experience. The Law
Office of Michael E. Trauscht is "dedi cated to servin g th e needs of injury victims."
By training, Trauscht possess a black belt in tae kwon do and has a permit to carry a concealed weapon. He works out
and spars two to three days a week and does target practice two hours a week.
Trauscht said his experience with rescuing young adults from cults was "the most satisfying thing I've ever done because
of helping parents regain their daughters and sons:' And he is proud of his success, which included rescuing approximately
100 young adults.
As a deputy district attorney, Trauscht used the courts to sanct ion deprogrammings. After an investigation into one cui~
spurred by complaints from the parents of two cult members, Trau scht got a co urt order to get the men out. After the two
men testified they had been "psychologically kidnapped:' more and more cases came Trauscht's way. From there, he worked
with a team to help local lawyers get legal orders for parents to remove mem be rs of cults.
Trauscht, who earned his juris doctorate from the University of Arizona Law School in 1973, became interested in law
while a junior at Regis College. "I had a '52 Buick and it broke down, and I had to bring it into a repair shop" he explained.
"When I returned to pick it up they had sold it."
'
Although Trauscht was wi lling to take the $2,000 for the value of the vehicle, the shop owner said he was not going to
pay and that Trauscht could not prove he had even brought the ve hicle in. So Trauscht went to Paul Horn, a Regis professor,
and asked for help. Horn ftled a lawsutt, getttng ;rauscht a $2,0,?0 judgm ent. The shop owner never paid. "Not getting reimbursed was the best thtng that happened to me, Trauscht satd becau se it motivated me to go to law school."
He ongtnally chose Regts because he was so tmpressed by th e great job the Jesuits had done educating people
worldwide and the Rocky Mountain location didn't hurt.
While at Regi s, Trauscht garnered the nickname "Soap Suds" for packag ing laundry detergent he purchased from Kmart
and selling them for 25 cents to fellow students.
Trauscht is obviously proud of his numerous professional achi eveme nts. On a personal side he's proud of his three
children: Erin, 24, Ryan, 19 and Kelly, 17.
'
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Little Children of Mary, Fish Farm for Haiti Project. This
organization is tax-exempt, all-volunteer, non-profit and
charitable which is open to all faith traditions in a spirit of
solidarity.

'70S
Clarice (lrsik) Nelson, LHC '72, has been teaching since
graduation. Her husband is a banker. She has two grown
children, one graduated from Kansas State Un iversity and the
other is attending Kansas Un iversity.

'80s
Marilu (Mouirguies) Alltop, LHC '80, finished her MSN in
December and now works as an adjunct faculty member for
Pikes Peak Commun ity College as we ll as working for

Traveling Nurses as their DONE. She is ve ry busy but very
happy in her new jobs. Her husband, Steve, has retired from
the Air Force after 24 years and they have settled down in
Colorado Springs. Charalynn Applegate, LHC '83, has
begun her master's degree online with Capella University in
marriage and family counseling after a 23-year hiatus from
school. Jacqui (Keffeler) Sheehan, LHC '89, was
promoted to the rank of lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Nurse
Corps in January 2006. She serves as a nurse anesthetist at
the Army Health Clinic at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, where she
is chief of ambulatory services. Her husband, David, is
employed by First Command Financial Planning in Sierra
Vista. They have three sons, Ryan (8), Nathan (5) and
Thomas (3). Jacqui has been in the Army almost 17 years
and has served two deployments to Iraq.
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ALUMNI

Nominate outstanding alumni for prestigious awards

I

I

Nominate a Regis University or Loretto Heights College alumnus for his or her service, achievement and contribution
to Regis University and to their own communities. Each year, the Alumni Board recogn izes outstanding alumni in several
categories: Alumni Achievement Award, Alumni Service Award , Alumni Sustained Outstanding Service Award and the Alum ni
Community Service Award.
The Alumni Achievement Award is awarded to an alumnus who has made an exceptional achievement in his/her field of
endeavor.
The Alumni Service Award is awarded to an alumnus who has maintained an abiding interest in the general welfare of
Regis University, and has shown leadership in the advancement of Regis University.
The Alumni Sustained Outstanding Service Award is awarded to an alumnus who meets all the criteria for the Alumn i
Service Award, and at least five years have passed since he/she recei ved the Alumni Service Award. The recipient also should
currently be providing active service to Regis University and has done so for a minimum of 15 years.
The Alumni Community Service Award is awarded to an alumnus who has contributed a substantial amount of service and
effort to some segment of society external to Regis University, consistent with the Jesuit tradition of "service of others." Service
and effort to the programs of Regis University are not additional criteria for this award.
For each of the awards, the recipient's current or past actions or public positions should not have been disrespectful of or in
conflict with the moral teaching and traditions of the Catholic Chu rch. In addition, a person nominated for the Alumn i
Achievement Award or for the Alumni Service Award also may be considered for the other award; however, a person may not be
awarded both awards at the same time.
Submit nominations to the Office of Alumni and Parent Program s at 3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Code B-18, Denver CO
80221-1 099; fax to 303-964-5423; or e-mail a!umni@regis.edu.
To nominate someone, include the following information:
1. Name, class year, address, telephone numbers and e-m ail address for nomin ee;
2. Name, class year, address, telephone numbers and e-mail address for nom inator;
3. For which award are you nominating this person?
4. Describe this individual's accomplishments in merit of this award.

Alumni and Parent Relations Calendar 2006/2007
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October 19: David Trimble, 1998 Nobel Peace Prize recipient,
"Transforming Religious Conflict into Lasting Peace"

November 30: Guitar Ensemble and soloists: Regis Music Hall at
~
Berkeley Church
·

October 21: Crest Club Day of Recollection

December 1: Student Voice Recital; Regis Music Hall at Berkeley
Church

October 26: Father Albino Barrera, O.P., "Holiness in the
Marketplace: The Promise and Possibilities of Business and
Economic Life"
November 4: Leadership and Creativity Conference: The Fire Within

December 4: Advent reflection, Mass and dinner with Father Dick
Dunphy, S.J.; Lowell campus

November 8: Crest Club Leadership Committee

December 4: Student Piano Recital: Regis Music Hall at Berkeley
Church

November 9: Alumni reception and "The Lion King;" Denver Center
for the Performing Arts

December 5: Col legium Musicum: Regis Music Hall at Berkeley
Church

November 11 : Thanksgiving Mass for alumni and friends, followed
by reception

December 6: University and Concert Choirs; Regis Music Hall at
Berkeley Church

November 15: Alumni Board Meeting

December 1 0: Father Woody Christmas Party for the Homeless:
The Adam's Mark Hotel

November: Father Woody Wrap Party
November 28: Jazz Ensemble; Regis Music Hall at Berkeley Church
November 29: Student Chamber Recital: Regis Music Hall at
Berkeley Church
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January 27: Nuggets basketball game vs. New Jersey Nets

For more information about any of these events, contact the
Office of Alumni and Parent Relations at 303-458-3536 or visit

www.regis.edu/alumni.

JESUITS
What are three things you love?
Mozart, the Chicago Bears and chocolate.
How and when did you become interested in psychology?
Working with students in the dorms at SLU, I was struck by how
they formed ethical judgments. I spent three years at Regis High
School, and they had the same concerns, at a younger level. I saw
that mental health concerns heavily influenced ado lesce nts to make
bad choices such as drinking after school.
And what about teaching?
Education is the largest apostolate of the Society of Jesus, and
working with young adults goes right along with that. I thought I
cou ld do the most good for th e Society, Church and people as a
who le. I began with an interest in the topics of yo ung adult mental
health and moral decision-making. From that evolved moral
emotions such as gratitude. So it's been a very orderly and
productive journey.
Father Charles Shelton, S.J., is chaplain of the Regis
Co/lege baseball team.

Father Charles Shelton, S.J., is an associate

You said it's also led to the topic of your new book. Talk about that.
"Living Life Gratefully: What It Means And How to Do It," wi ll be published early
next year. I try to plant seeds to help deal with gratitud e, which completely fits
in with the Jesuit model of men and women for others. Gratitude is what you
need to get there. That's what leads you to give back, and sets the stage for a
young adu lt to move into middle adulthood.

professor of psychology 1n Regis College
and a licensed clinical psychologist. He
bachelor and masters degrees from
louis University and an M.Div. from the
School of Theology. His master of
in psychology and Ph.D. in clinical
are from Loyola University of
But the only diploma hanging on
wall of his office in the Science
is from Jack-n-Jill Kindergarten in

'I tell people I graduated with honors;'
Father Shelton has been at Regis

Do you have a philosophy that guides you in your professional work?
I'll stop working with young adu lts if I get to the point that I can't learn from
them. In that sense, I'm very grateful. Th ey do much more for me than I cou ld
ever do for them.
You've been the chaplain for the men's baseball and soccer teams for
years. Why?
1 enjoy it. And it's a way for students to see a facu lty member, a Jesu it, in a
different li g ht and to let them know the University cares about them.
What do you like to do in your free time?
Listen to classical music. Go out to eat.
What three words would you use to describe yourself?
Jokester, caring, gratefu l.

but comments that his first day
like yesterday." He's also the author
books for ministry and academic
as well as numerous
and articles. In 2000,
Moral Health," aimed at a

What's your favorite quote?
During the fall, it's "Go Bears:' Otherwise, it's "No love, n~ friendship can ever
cross our path w ith out leaving some mark on us forever. Sa1d by French wnter
Francois Mau riac.

What inspired you to be a Jesuit?
It sounds trite, but so true: Loving my faith, wantin g to share that faith and
helping people. And the Jesuits were a group that valued ideas.
Read more from Father Shelton online at www.regis.edu/news.
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You spoke. We listened.
In response to the needs of our alumni, Regis recently
launched an alumni online community. We wou ld love to
have your participation!
The Regis A lumni eCommunity has many exciting features,
which allow you to ...
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• Search for friends and add them as personal pals
• Create your personal profile page
Post a business card advertising to fellow alums
• Register for alumni events
• Visit Reunion Class Web pages
• Submit Class Notes and photos
• Send Web postcards to family and friends
and much, much more

Visit www.regis.edu/alumni fo r more information and to sign up today!!! Or contact the Office of Alumni and Parent Rela tions at
800-388-2366, ext. 3536 or alumni@regis.edu. (The eCommunity currently is available only to Regis University and Loretto Heights College
alumni.)
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